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Evolution!
If you are reading the TVE for the first time,

Welcome!

A new year often leads us to thinking about new  
beginnings and making changes in our lives.  Many
of our New Years resolutions fail because they are
not well thought out.  This year, make resolutions
that will happen!  I make a list each December of
three goals I intend to accomplish in the following
year: both personal and professional.  I spend a lot
of time choosing my goals and I haven’t failed yet!  
Join me this year in making 2011 as successful as
possible!  Remember, it can be done, it has been
done, and You Can Do This!
Being a Virtual Entrepreneur demands persistence,
dedication, time, and patience.  The Virtual
Evolution cannot help you with any of that!  But,
we CAN help you by providing information and
resources to assist you in reaching your goals.
Do not hesitate to contact us with any questions
or suggestions you may have for future articles.  
And, we are always happy to review YOUR articles
for  possible publication.  In fact, TVE is always
seeking new writers to join our team.
To Your Success!
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Lily Chambers
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Cover
Story

You Can Do This!

By: C.J. Hayden, MCC
I’ve been hearing from many entrepreneurs lately
that they are struggling.  Our economy is still
lagging and the year-end holidays can be a slow
time for some businesses.  There’s been enough
bad news in the past couple of years that some
business owners remain fearful of what the next
news report might bring.  Many entrepreneurs are
feeling pessimistic, or even worse, powerless, as if
there’s nothing they can do.
But there is something you can do.  When you’re in
business for yourself, there is ALWAYS something
you can do.  This is both the blessing and the curse
of being an entrepreneur.

independence, control over your time, a higher
income, to practice the profession you love, to
make a difference in the world?  Whatever your
original vision of entrepreneurship was, get back in
touch with it.  The dream that motivated you in the
first place can inspire you again.
Spend an hour recreating your business vision.  
Visualize your enterprise as a success, giving you
everything you dreamed of.  Write down what you
see, or draw it, if you prefer.  Imagine yourself
living it.  Then keep your vision in your sights.  Reread it or gaze at the picture every Monday morning
and whenever you feel down or stuck.  Let your
vision guide your choices about what to do -- or not
do -- to create the business you desire.

There are many difficulties that come with being
a business owner.  You have to get up every
morning and go to work with no boss looking over
your shoulder to tell you what to do and make
sure it gets done.  You never know whether what
you’re doing will pay off.  You have to manage a
fluctuating income, unexpected customer demands,
and balancing the needs of your business with your
own personal needs and those of your family.
But it can be done.  You can succeed.  And you
can do so in any economy, at any time of year,
and regardless of what roadblocks appear in your
path.  Look around you right now.  Are some
entrepreneurs in your field succeeding at this very
moment?  Yes?  Then you can, too.
I don’t have all the answers.  No entrepreneur ever
does.  But here are some steps you can follow to
put your business on the success track, now and
any time you find yourself struggling.

2. Get real.
What is it really going to take to make your
business more successful?  Do you need to improve
your marketing, manage your time better, find a
new customer base, raise your prices, lower your
expenses, get more help?  Too many entrepreneurs
spend precious time “rearranging the deck chairs
on the Titanic.” Just doing more of whatever you’re
doing now is rarely the answer.  What do you need
to do differently?
Outside perspectives can help a great deal with this
question.  Read entrepreneurial books like Gerber’s
“The E-Myth Revisited” or self-management books
like Covey’s “First Things First.” Ask for opinions
from successful entrepreneurs you trust.  Hire a
consultant or business coach to help review your
options.  Allow yourself to explore new possibilities
with a beginner’s mind.

1. Get grounded.
What made you decide to start your own business
in the first place?  Were you seeking more
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You Can Do This!
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Take a class to learn more about topics like sales or
finances.  Work with a business or marketing coach
for ongoing support.  Hire professionals for focused
help with copywriting, bookkeeping, web design, or
any other area where you’re not an expert.  Join an
action group, success team, or mastermind group
for entrepreneurs.  Don’t wait until you’re drowning
to ask for a life jacket.
3. Get going.
What is the most important thing you could do
today to boost your business?  Now, are you doing
it?  Procrastination, fear, and self-sabotage kill more
small businesses than external factors like economic
conditions and changes in the marketplace.  Make
a three-item to-do list every day of what your
business needs most to succeed, then make those
items a priority.  If you have trouble getting started
on a task, commit to spend at least five minutes
and see if that breaks the log jam.
There are many entrepreneurial tasks that can
provoke fear, bring up resistance, and otherwise
seem too difficult to tackle.  But as Julia Cameron,
author of “The Artist’s Way,” said, “It is far harder
and more painful to be a blocked artist than it is to
do the work.” Substitute your own occupation for
the word “artist,” and you’ll probably agree.

It’s time to take back your power to create your
own future as an entrepreneur.  Put pessimism on
hold, and surround yourself with people who believe
in you.  Make smart choices about what will make
a difference in your business, then take action on
what you choose.  You can do this.
Copyright 2010, C.J. Hayden. C.J. Hayden is the
author of Get Clients Now!™ Thousands of business
owners and independent professionals have used
her simple sales and marketing system to double or
triple their income. Get a free copy of “Five Secrets
to Finding All the Clients You’ll Ever Need” at www.
getclientsnow.com.

4. Get help.
What or who can provide the support you need
to succeed?  It’s a rare entrepreneur indeed who
is completely self-motivating, knows everything
necessary to build a successful business, and
already possesses all the skills required.  There is
no rule that says you have to succeed on your own
or it doesn’t count.  In fact, I’d argue that trying
to succeed without help is more likely a recipe for
failure.
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A Favorable Wind Blows For Online Entrepreneurs
In A Down Economy
this is an ideal time, according to Sud.  He points
out that existing companies are looking to hire
vendors who can perform tasks from their homes.

By: Frank Szivos

“The outsourcing culture is how work is done
today,” Sud said.  “It decreases costs.  The Internet
connects us and work can be done from home
efficiently.”

Whether you know it or not, you’re living in an
outsource work culture.  It makes better economic
sense for some companies to hire freelance
employees who can work from home and get paid
by the piece or task.
There’s no employer obligation to pick up
medical insurance costs, provide work space
and equipment.  There are a growing number of
vendors out there working from computers across
the country.  Professor of Finance at Sacred Heart
University, Anthony Macari points out that you have
to think like an entrepreneur to become one.
“More workers want to take control as much as they
can and succeed or fail on their own merit,” Macari
said.  “A lot of people are thinking that rather than
take a position for a couple of years, then have
to look again, why not try their own business —
something they’re passionate about.”
However, beware of the offers that come swimming
in from the Internet to your e-mail, urging you
to work from home and make “big” money —
typically for a small investment.  Mukesh Sud, a
professor of Entrepreneurship at Fairfield University,
recommends trashing e-mails that offer work-athome positions, especially when they don’t require
any particular type of skill set.
“If the ad doesn’t ask for a particular skill, then
I wouldn’t consider it,” Sud said.  “There are
some entrepreneurs who want to take advantage
of people without jobs, so they can make some
money.”
With unemployment hovering at 9.2 percent, many
unemployed and frustrated workers are likely
pondering starting their own business.  However,
despite the challenges of launching a new business,

Sud thinks more entrepreneurs are just what this
sluggish economy needs to get started.  For the
record, he notes that small business owners are the
backbone of the economy, not the corporate giants
that grab most of the attention.
“Small businesses are the drivers of the economy,”
Sud said.  “It’s businesses that employ five
or ten people that move everything forward.  
Entrepreneurship is a phenomenon that tends to
grow during a recession.  Any time is a good time
to become an entrepreneur.”
The Department of Labor statistics show that
the No.1 employer by this year will be “selfemployment.” Approximately, 10.5 million workers
were self-employed in 2007, and that number is
expected to jump markedly, according to the DOL.  
Self-owned businesses now make up about 80
percent of the GDP.

Catherine Giapponi, assistant professor of
management at Fairfield University Dolan School of
Business, sees two basic types of entrepreneurs:
1.  Those who want a lifestyle change from the
     traditional workplace;
2.  Those who want to become dominant players
     in the marketplace with unique products or
     services.
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“You have to understand yourself,” Giapponi said.  
“Where do you fit in [as an entrepreneur]? Are you
seeking a lifestyle or want to take it up a notch and
become a dominant player?”

It’s become more common for bands and singers
(entrepreneurs) to post their songs on their
websites and ask interested listeners to invest in
the production of a CD.  If the entertainers make
money, they agree to pay back investors an agreed
percentage.  In some cases, investment can be as
low as $5.
“The music industry has promoted a revenue model
that asks listeners to invest,” Sud explained.  “It’s
especially popular in Western Europe.  If a band has
no contract to make a CD, they turn to individual
investors through the Internet.”

But are you cut out to be an entrepreneur? To
assess your entrepreneur personality, the Small
Business Association advises asking several
questions before starting a new business:
•

Are you a self starter?

• Can you get along with a variety of
     personalities?
•

Do you make decisions quickly?

• Do you have the physical and emotional
     stamina to run a business?
•

Can you plan and organize?

• Do you have the attitude and drive to stay
     motivated?
•

How will the business affect your family?

As established traditional businesses turn more
to outsourcing, it could translate into a boon
for potential entrepreneurs willing to work via
the Internet.  In essence, becoming an online
entrepreneur could be a viable alternative to your
present job or unemployment.
“Entrepreneurship is a viable alternative,” Sud
said.  “It’s becoming a way of life.  It’s a win/
win for both companies and vendors.  Necessity
is making people find new ways to run their lives.  
“Entrepreneurs are the bread and butter of the
economy.”  
Originally published November 10, 2010. Re-print
permission courtesy of Minuteman Newspapers www.minutemannewscenter.com

What is critical is that an entrepreneur be prepared
to stay the course and pursue the dream when
business sputters.  Consider in Connecticut, 5,606
businesses dissolved during the first half of 2010,
which was 19.26 percent lower than the same time
last year, according to the Secretary of State office.  
But 13,544 intrepid entrepreneurs incorporated in
the first six months of 2010.
The irrefutable bottom line is 80 percent of new
businesses fail in less than five years.  The biggest
challenge is having a concrete business plan and
the financial backing to make it successful.  Finding
capital is always a challenge for entrepreneurs,
especially in a tight market when banks are
reluctant to loan.
Sud points to the entertainment industry that has
adopted a new revenue model to raise capital.  
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How To Start A Virtual Assistant Business
By: Diana Ennen
Setting up a virtual assistant business is relatively
easy, but it’s important to have a complete plan of
action set out in advance.  I’m a firm believer that
the initial planning phase of a business is crucial
to its success.  This ensures that you don’t leave
any vital steps unaddressed and also prevents any
unexpected surprises down the road.  Therefore, I
recommend first writing a complete business plan
for your business.  This plan doesn’t need to be
anything technical, just how you plan to operate
your business including advertising methods,
pricing, business hours, equipment and supplies
needed, etc.

The next step is to select the appropriate name.  
Take your time here as you want your business
name to be an asset by appealing to your potential
clients.  Your name needs to clearly express what
services you provide and not limit you if you choose
to expand your business into other areas.  Decide
on a name that people would want to call if they
have virtual assisting needs.
To operate a business you are required by law to
have the appropriate licenses.  This is your permit
to do business locally.  It’s a simple procedure
that doesn’t require a considerable amount of
time.  Contact your city and county officials under
occupational licenses for complete details or
go online.  Most VA’s start out initially as a sole
proprietorship and then might change later.
Now it’s time to set up your bookkeeping.  I find
that the most important ingredient to keeping good
books is keeping it simple.  If it’s easy to do, and
doesn’t require a lot of effort, I tend do it more
regularly.  You will want to keep track of all your
income and expenses.  Save all receipts and pay
all your expenses out of your business checking
account.  A software program such as Quickbooks
is ideal for our type of business.  Not only does
it allow you to keep accurate records, but it also
enables you to track exactly where the most money

is coming from.  This enables you to target your
marketing efforts more in that area.
Now you must decide how much to charge.  Don’t
undercharge your services.  Many make this
mistake.  They feel if they price their services
substantially below everyone else, they’ll get
more business.  That’s true--you might get more
business, but you’ll also be working outrageous
hours and not making the kind of income you
should.  The average prices being charged today
are between $35.00 and $100.00, depending on
the specialty.  I personally recommend starting no
lower than $35.00/hr.
Now you need to get those clients.  The key to
successful marketing is to tell clients what benefits
they will receive by answering their main question,
“What’s in it for me?”  Keep in mind, you’re not
selling your services, you’re selling the benefits
of your services.  What can you offer them that
would make their business run more successfully?  
An example of this would be accurate dependable
service done on an “as needed” basis.   

It is also important to have an impressive
marketing piece.  Your brochures, letterhead,
flyers, business cards, etc., should look sensational.  
Think back on what has caught your eye in the
past.  Now design your material with that in mind.  
The most important requirement is that it must
be professional and convey that you are more
than someone typing documents.  Businesses
want to deal with other professionals.  They don’t
want to risk their work, and possibly their clients,
on someone who is not.  Let them know this is
exactly what they will receive when they seek your
services.  Places such as Vistaprints offer affordable
printing.
Once established, word of mouth is your best
advertisement.  When people get professional,
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accurate, and friendly service, they tell others.  If
you offer such exceptional service, you can be
assured that you will need to advertise only at the
onset to get your business started.  From then on,
your repeat clients, and referrals from them, will
keep your business thriving.

Now that you have the clients, you need to keep
them.  The best way to do this is to always provide
them with more than they ask for.  Go the extra
mile on all assignments.  Let them know that you
value their business and are eager to help them
succeed.   
And finally, enjoy your business.  Many start their
own business to spend more time with their family.  
It’s the perfect way to stay at home and still make
an excellent income.  Firmly set your hours and
learn to say no.  Remember it’s your business and
often your dream come true.  By learning your
limitations, you can keep it a wonderful experience
that both you and your family will enjoy.

Recognition is also a key to success, whether it’s
through the press releases, articles, message
boards, newspapers, chats, your website, radio or
TV, when clients see your business repeatedly, they
become familiar with your company and when the
need arises, they will call you.  Therefore, consider
where you can advertise that can keep your name
out there.  

Diana Ennen is the author of numerous books
including Virtual Assistant: the Series, Become a
Highly Successful, Sought After VA and So You
Want to Be a Work-at-Home Mom, a Christian’s
Guide to Starting a Home-Based Business. She
specializes in publicity and book marketing and is
president of Virtual Word Publishing, http://www.
virtualwordpublishing.com/. Articles are free to be
reprinted as long as the author’s bio remains intact.

Virtual Office Goddess: (vûr ch - l) (ŏf ĭs) (gŏd ĭs)
A being of supernatural administrative powers and attributes of business
acumen with a particular talent for small enterprise support through
virtual assistance.
Why hire a mere mortal when you have access to a Goddess?

VA TIP OF THE MONTH
Online Forums and Professional Associations can be valuable – BUT – don’t
pay for anything you don’t have to and be choosy about where you spend your
time.  There are lots of professional associations, VA forums and target-marketspecific forums available.  Find groups that can help you keep up on industry
specific skills and industry trends, as well as providing valuable networking
opportunities.  Local networking groups can also provide opportunities to ‘finetune’ your face-to-face networking skills, build up comfort with public speaking,
and help you to ‘brush up’ your elevator speech.
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The Benefits Of Retainer Agreements
By: Kathleen Vargas
When partnering with a professional virtual
assistant, there are really only a couple of ways to
go: project, hourly, or retainer.  Each agreement
type has its benefits and drawbacks.  In the long
run though, most clients will benefit by utilizing a
retainer agreement.  Retainer agreements require
the client to pay the virtual assistant in advance for
a certain number of hours per month.  Generally,
in consideration of this prepayment of hours, the
client will receive a discounted hourly rate.

*   Ability to schedule/plan working hours ahead
     of time
*   Steady, predictable monthly income
*   Simplified monthly invoicing
These benefits may not apply to all clients or
businesses, but if clients choose the number of
hours that best fit their needs and they budget
accordingly, it can be a great deal for everyone
involved.  Planning and communication are essential
components in making this a smooth process.
Each virtual assistant will have their own guidelines
in place for the use of retainer hours (e.g. some
virtual assistants allow retainer hours to be carried
over to the next month and some don’t).  Clients
must make sure they understand the terms of the
retainer before they sign any agreement.  

Benefits for the client:
* Ability to budget accurately because monthly
     bill will be known in advance
*   Confidence that their work will be completed
because their virtual assistant has set aside
     a certain number of hours per month to focus
     on their work
*

Lower hourly rate per prepaid (retainer) hour

Benefits for the virtual assistant:

No matter what type of agreement a client chooses
(project, hourly, or retainer), partnering with a
professional virtual assistant can be a positive
experience - retainer agreements just make it an
even smarter business move.
Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the
owner of The Office Virtuoso. Kathleen has been
assisting senior-level management for over 15
years. To find out more about Kathleen or how
partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist your
business, visit http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com/ or
email Kathleen at kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com.
Articles are free to reprint as long as the author’s
bio remains intact.
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Subscribe to TVE Magazine

This ezine was created to assist both Virtual Entrepreneurs and brick/mortar entrepreneurs.  
Whether you are just starting out in your new business or you are a veteran entrepreneur, you will
benefit from the TVE!
You will find helpful tips, tricks, and how-to’s as well as up-to-date articles written by entrepreneurs
just like you.  These articles will encompass all facets of working virtually and of being an
entrepreneur.  We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for your needs.  
To get the most recent ezines as they are published, sign up at www.tvemagazine.com/subscribe.

Get Involved With TVE Magazine

Come join the forum at www.tvemagazine.com/forum and discuss with like-minded people how YOU
and YOUR BUSINESS can evolve and grow!
AND - we are always looking for new articles to publish in future issues of the magazine.  The article
submission specs are located at www.tvemagazine.com/article-submission/
We are seeking articles written by entrepreneurs of every stripe!  Submitted articles can range from
specific niches to tech reviews, tips/tricks, etc.; anything that is of interest to entrepreneurs (virtual
or brick/mortar).

Advertise In TVE Magazine!

Your ad will be seen by over 1200 readers each month and both the Virtual Professional Directory
and Resource Directory are also online at www.tvemagazine.com.
The advertising rates are as follows:
1/4 page (3.5”w x 5”h) OR (7.5”w x 2.5”h) - $15.00 per issue
1/2 page (7.5”w x 5”h) - $25.00 per issue
Full page (7.5”w x 10”h) - $45.00 per issue
Virtual Professional Directory - $6.00 per year (includes 1 category listing, addt’l categories $1.00/ea)
Resource Directory (1.3” square box or 4.88”w x .63”h banner)
12 month listing - $90
9 month listing - $78
6 month listing - $54
3 month listing - $28
For more information email advertise@tvemagazine.com or visit www.tvemagazine.com to sign up!

Done Versus Perfect
By: Carrie Greene
I decided to write an article about getting things
done and not worrying about perfection and found
myself in need of my own advice.

you right now that you already know enough. You’ll
never know everything about your field but you
already know more than your potential clients do
and you can already be of service to them.

I like to think that I subscribe to the idea that “good
enough” is good enough. Sure it’s important to
do a good job and make sure there are no major
mistakes or omissions but for the most part get it
done and get it out.

So what can you do?

The topic of “done is better than perfect” came
up during one of my 3C’s boot camp group calls.
It really hit a nerve for a lot of the participants so
I decided to write an article about it. I wrote two
paragraphs and said to myself, “Never mind, I’m
not feeling inspired and am not happy with this.” I
proceeded to close the document I was working in
without saving my work.
Almost immediately I realized how hypocritical I
was being.
The message I suddenly heard was… “Stop waiting
for the perfect mix of inspiration, time and energy.
Because when you wait for perfection whatever you
are working on will never get done.” DUH!
So, if done is better than perfect why not send out
an imperfect article? Here it goes...
The quest for perfection will freeze you.
I have a client who was getting ready to launch a
new website. We came up with a plan of action but
week after week she’d come to our calls and say
“One more week, I just have to tweak something.”
Sure her site was getting a little better but because
she kept tweaking and polishing she was missing
leads and business.
I have another client who was spending a lot of
time networking and meeting new people. He
was looking for the perfect contact management
system. He considered several systems but kept
finding a flaw or two. Bottom line--he wasn’t
staying in touch with anyone because he couldn’t
find the perfect system. His networking efforts were
great, but in his quest for perfection his follow up
system was non-existent so the leads were sitting
in a pile on his desk going nowhere.
How about your own education and training? Many
people tell me that they just need one more class
or a few more letters after their name before they
can move forward with their business. I’m telling

Here are five questions to ask yourself to help you
determine when something is good enough.
1. What is really expected of you or the project
you are working on?
2. What would you consider appropriate if
someone else were doing the project instead
of you?
3. What is the goal of the project and is there
some other way to achieve the goal?
4. If I only did half of the “to-do’s” on the
project list what would be the result?
5. How much return am I going to get on the
additional effort I’m considering putting in?
Here’s what you need to know.  When you wait for
something to be perfect not only are you and your
business suffering but you’re also holding back your
talents from those who need you and your services
the most.
Okay.  This article is good enough. If I’ve misspelled
something, missed a comma or left out an entire
idea that’s just the way it is. Enough said!
I’d love to know your thoughts.  Please share them
with me on my blog.
A closing thought...
“We say we waste time but that is impossible.
We waste ourselves.”
— Alice Bloch
Carrie Greene is an expert at helping entrepreneurs
turn that feeling of overwhelm into opportunities.
Work with Carrie to get organized, get places
and get things done on time, figure out your
priorities and get the projects that you start done.
Cross things off your to-do list, declutter, defeat
procrastination and keep the motivation and
momentum going for the long run. Break the cycle
of hopelessness! Work with Carrie to carry through
on the steps it takes to reach your goals. For free
resources, including Carrie’s 4-part ecourse to help
you calm the overwhelm, create space and reclaim
your freedom, please visit www.CarrieThru.com.
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By The End Of The Week Are You Fried? Counter

The Cumulative Effects Of Noise w/Beautiful Sounds
By: Christine Gust

Last weekend I was at the mall for the first time
in a while and was struck by the noise level. The
music playing and the people talking were amplified
by the building, and within an hour, I had to get
out of there. It was a dramatic contrast to being on
hikes in the mountains, where I can hear the songs
of various birds and yet still hear myself think. It
got me thinking:
Why do restaurants, malls, & other venues amp up
the sound levels?
What does this have to do with your health & wellbeing at work?
What’s going on?
Sounds aren’t bad. The right amount of the
right type has positive effects on your health
and productivity, such as stimulating, calming,
encouraging creativity, or healing, for example. But,
when sound is too loud, too much, or the wrong
type, it has a detrimental effect. It overloads your
nervous system and triggers the release of stress
chemicals, and you have to spend extra energy to
overcome that. (Think about how difficult it is to
have a conversation in a loud restaurant.)
Usually you’re so used to the noise level that
you don’t even notice the effect it’s having on
you, just like a frog in a pot doesn’t notice as the
water temperature gradually heats up. However,
once you’re over stimulated and can’t escape the
source of the problem, your nervous system short
circuits and, just like the frog, you’re “cooked.”
Unconsciously, you become numb and disconnected
from your body to avoid the discomfort.
The science of acoustics has come a long way, so
you’d think places would be able to control sound
levels better. Well, they actually are. In places that
have louder sound, they’re using sound levels to:

•

Add excitement to the environment, so you’ll
stay longer, buy more, & eat or drink more
(as in a coffee shop, bar or store); or

•

Encourage you to leave sooner, so they can
get another paying customer in your seat
(higher turnover = more money)

They’re using sound levels to influence your
behavior! (If you notice, upscale restaurants
use quiet, relaxing music, which provides an
environment for patrons to stay longer and perhaps
enjoy another glass of wine or savor a dessert while
discussing that important business deal. And, notice
the type of music a doctor’s office plays.)
If you’re aware of this, you can make choices that
work for you.
What Does This Have to Do With Work?
Now, notice the types of sound and their volume
in your work environment-- coworkers talking,
phones ringing, and the subtle but insistent
hum of computers, copiers, lights, HVAC and
other equipment. Often these sounds lie in the
background and affect you in ways you don’t even
realize. Then you go to lunch, again entering an
environment that may include music, kitchen noise
and conversations surrounding you. If you also hit
the gym at some point during the day, you’re also
bombarded by the noise of music, TVs, machines,
and other people. If this resembles any part of
your typical workday, it’s no wonder you need to
get away from it all by the end of the day! And,
multiply this by 5 and by the weekend you’re fried.
When you constantly have to filter or block
excessive or incessant noise (even low-level
background noise), you feel more anxious and
agitated, you have less capacity to focus and be
creative, and it’s more difficult to effectively interact
with your coworkers or employees. You’re adding
unnecessary stress to your system and diverting
energy that could be used more productively.
Are the sounds in your environment conducive
to your health and productivity?
What can you do?
You’re not stuck! Look around for small things you
can do right now.
• Notice the volume of your voice when talking
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By The End Of The Week Are You Fried?
Continued...

on the phone and with others in your office.
Encourage others to do the same. Voices
carry more than you realize.
•

Wear a headset instead of talking on a
speaker phone to avoid disturbing others.

•

Turn phone ringers down.

•

Close your office door when you need a break
from external stimulation.

•

If your workspace has enough natural light,
turn off overhead fluorescent lighting, which
usually makes a subtle buzzing sound.

•

•

•

Spend time alone on breaks and lunch on a
regular basis. Depending on the weather, get
outside for walks, or just sit in your car and
rest for 10 minutes. Can you hear the sounds
of nature- birds, winds, insects, water?
Natural sounds like these re-awaken your
senses and nourish your nervous system.
While loud, lively restaurants can be fun
sometimes, also try restaurants that offer a
more relaxing environment, especially when
you’ve had a demanding morning. Or, get a
lunch to go and eat outside in a nearby park
or garden (ideally away from traffic noise).
You’ll be better able to handle the afternoon
if you’ve had some quiet time to settle your
nervous system.
Make sure copiers and other equipment
are far enough away not to disturb you.
Many businesses keep them in a separate
room because of the noise (and heat) they
produce, in addition to the traffic they
create. If this is not so in your office, make a
suggestion.

•

Wear earplugs when you’re in noisy
environments and can’t escape.

•

AND, take advantage of weekends, which are
great for spending time in nature, reading,
and/or doing other nurturing activities to
recharge your nervous system and awaken
your senses.

Use Sounds to Help You
Once you reduce or eliminate exposure to unwanted
sounds, look for ways to incorporate the positive
aspects of sound. The right music or natural sounds
(e.g. ocean waves, rainstorm) facilitate creativity,
productivity, relaxation, and more.
What music or natural sounds would help you
achieve what you want today?
What can you do to access it?
Here’s a link to an inspiring TED talk on Music
and Passion (http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/
benjamin_zander_on_music_and_passion.html) .
May you have shiny eyes today. :)
Live well,
Christine
MBA, Doctor of Naturopathy
(c) 2010 Christine Gust
Are you drained by the end of the workday?
Do you feel trapped in an unfulfilling career?
Does the job hunting process leave you feeling
paralyzed? Are you unclear about what to do next?
Regardless of your situation, using willpower,
sheer effort, or fear to change your situation is
inefficient, ineffective, and unnatural. I’ll teach
you a natural, practical approach so you can find
or create satisfying work that aligns your skills,
knowledge, and interests with emerging needs
in ways that you enjoy. Contact Christine for a
complimentary consultation, or go to her website
(http://christinegust.com/individuals.html) to find
out more.
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Hiring The Right Assistant For Your
Real Estate Business
By: Serita Diana

•

You have finally decided it is time to join the ranks
of the top producers across the country that have
their own assistant, but finding the right one can
be a daunting task. Many of your friends and coworkers may tell you to place an ad in the paper or
even to post it on Craigslist. There is an innate flaw
in the best meaning advice. You, as a real estate
professional, need to find the right assistant, not
just any assistant.
Being an assistant to a successful real estate team
means more than just typing up a few documents
and handling a calendar.  It means being able
to understand the MLS in most instances, it
means knowing what can and can’t be said by an
unlicensed assistant, and it means being able to
not only work for the real estate team, but also
how to help manage clients and build relationships
with them. Any one that is successful in real estate
today knows that the relationships you build today
will help to build your business for years to come.
This is the value of an experienced assistant.

Don’t over manage your assistant or virtual
assistant. If you do, you’ll both end up
frustrated beyond belief. If you feel s/he has
the skills to do what you need done then
allow her/him to do it. If not, why did you
hire her/him?

Choosing to hire an assistant/virtual assistant is an
important part of growing your business in the new
year, so take your time and choose the option that
fits your needs best. Once you’ve made the decision
you’ll wonder why you didn’t do it sooner!
Serita Diana specializes in the real estate industry
and is the owner of List 2 Close Assistant,
specializing in real estate virtual assistance and
assistance to the small business owner. In addition
to her real estate experience, Serita also has an AA
in Business Management. For more information visit
www.list2closeassistant.com.

A great assistant is worth her weight in gold. She
doesn’t have to be trained in all the systems and
software you are using as she has already used
that program or one similar enough to dramatically
reduce the learning curve. She knows what is
expected when working with her agents. It’s a
highly skilled assistant you are looking for. With
that thought in mind, please read the points below
to help you find the right assistant.
•

Do you need an assistant in the office, or will
you be better working with someone virtually.
There are many skilled and trained real
estate virtual assistants that will eliminate
the overhead of having someone in the office.

•

Make sure you have a clear idea of what you
will need the assistant or virtual assistant to
do. Create a job description so there is no
disillusionment.

•

Is this someone you will be able to work with
easily. Personalities are every bit as important
as skill. You will need to work closely
together, even if it is a virtual assistant,
and being able to enjoy your interactions is
imperative to a successful partnership.
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What’s Holding You Back?
By: Jeannine Clontz
Managing Risk

liked my sister better, I didn’t go to college, or I’m
just not able to sell myself.

Starting your own business is taking a big
risk.  The easiest way to manage your risk is by
seeking information and looking at the business
by analyzing the pros and cons. Keep your
expectations high while putting systems in place to
guard against the cons.  

Whatever encompasses your list of excuses, get
over it!  There’s no place in a successful business
for excuses, especially from the ownership/
management level.  Try to figure out what went
wrong and the best way to fix it; then move on.  
Especially if your business includes a team of VAs
or sub-contractors, having excuses will infect the
entire team and could jeopardize your ability to
move forward.

If you come up with more cons than pros and can’t
manage to create a system to minimize the risk
of the cons, and implement it, you may find your
business remains stagnant and becomes almost
impossible to grow.
A good example would be trying to manage the
risk of a home invasion or break-in.  My home
has deadbolts, door chains, and exterior motion
detector lights to minimize my risk of a homeinvasion or break-in.  Someone who has an alarm
system simply harbors less risk than I do, but we
are both proactively managing the level of risk we
are comfortable with.  Because of this, I may have
to accept paying higher insurance rates, or accept
the entire burden of any loss that is a result of a
home invasion or break-in.
Even if you’ve been in business several years, it’s
always good to check-in with your industry and
increase your knowledge of businesses in general,
just to make sure your company stays at the
leading edge and managing this risk will go far in
helping you make better business decisions with
less stress.
This is good for you, your company, and everyone
around you.  The better your risk management, the
better everyone will feel about your success.
Take a moment to decide what level of risk you
are taking with your current business model and
whether or not you may need to reassess your risk
and better manage your exposure to that risk.
No Excuses!
I think I may have heard or said them all, those
nagging excuses we come up with to avoid what’s
really going on.  The economy’s too bad, my dad

Like many, I’ve struggled in closing sales when the
product I was selling was me.  I believe that women
struggle with this the most.  Trying to support and
encourage ourselves is a new concept, one that
you’ll need to deal with pretty quickly if you want
your business to grow.
Look at it this way – instead of thinking that you
have to ‘sell yourself and your services’, think of it
as educating them on the best way to solve their
problems with the latest technology, for the lowest
possible investment.
You have to be willing to do things that are
outside of your normal comfort zone.  If this was
easy, everybody would be doing it.  To succeed in
business you have to be self-motivated and immune
to criticism.
So write down all those excuses that have been
holding you back and draw a big black line through
them.  Crumble the piece of paper up and throw it
away – and with it, your need to use those excuses
to hold back your business progress.
Please share the excuses that were holding you
back so we can help you throw them aside by
leaving a response on my website.
Jeannine Clontz, provides professional business
coaching to established and start-up virtual
assistants (VA’s). Learn more about Time
Management for Virtual Assistants by downloading
her FREE report “A Fresh Look at Time Management
for Virtual Assistants”, or request her FREE audio
CD “What’s Holding Back my Business Success?”,
and more by visiting: http://www.VAbizcoach.com;
or contact her at: coach@VAbizcoach.com.
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Authenticity And Social Media
By: Rebecca Thompson
When does social media REALLY become
more about the postings and LESS about the
relationship?  As a Social Media person, I talk every
day to someone about the importance of doing
their own updates, tweets, and statuses in their
own voice, instead of someone else from outside
the organization writing them.  When you have
THAT much automation in your social media you are
losing the focus of what social media is about.

Social Media is about connecting with “like-minded”
people who share a common interest, and building
on that relationship to establish the “know, like,
trust” factor.   It is not about who can build their
list the fastest or who has the most followers,
especially if you are in the cooking industry and
80% of your followers are auto mechanics.   If your
followers are not part of your value what does it
mean to you and who are you talking to?

for others and TEACH them how to be authentic
in their conversations with others.  I coach
them on what social media is about and how to
be part of the conversation instead of outside
the conversation.  I would hope that others do
the same.  If you teach someone how to use a
product or a platform they have that value from
which to grow and create their own place in the
conversation, instead of pretending they are part of
the conversation.  Plus there are some really cool
people out there to meet and from whom to gain
knowledge.
Rebecca Thompson is the Owner of CLR Virtual
Connection. She works with Coaches on their Social
Media, is a Certified Social Media Specialist and a
Master Certified Microsoft Office Specialist. Rebecca
is also one of the few Certified Traffic Geyser Virtual
Assistants. She has strong skills in social media,
web 2.0, data entry, internet research (market and
competitor.

I read an ad that someone posted for a “Social
Media Expert” ( is anyone REALLY an expert in a
field where things change at the drop of a hat?)
and they were looking for someone to “create
engaging posts and keep the conversation going
in the social media realm.”  If you are not in the
organization how can you create engaging posts
for the organization?  That would be like Mark
Zuckerberg (creator of FaceBook)  tweeting or
doing social media for HootSuite.  He may know
about HootSuite and be able to talk “generally”
about it but he does not have enough knowledge to
be genuine and authentic.  After all, isn’t that what
we are supposed to be when engaging people about
our brand or product, genuine and authentic? How
would you like it if you thought you were having
this great conversation with someone and you built
this relationship, only to find out it was someone
else posing as them and yet you never knew?
Would you like or trust them?  I would not.
As a Social Media Specialist, I create the platforms
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Cultivating An Entrepreneur
fantastic idea and a great product will never
be able to make it, unless they can find
someone to buy that product. Selling skills
just cannot be learned from a book either.
They need to be practiced and refined on a
regular basis.

By: Joseph Wong
Young companies, like young seedlings, need the
right opportunities and conditions to grow.
MOST people think entrepreneurship means large
enterprises and corporations. But that is hardly the
case at all. All businesses start small before they
get to grow. In the dictionary, entrepreneurship is
linked with being adventurous, ambitious, dynamic,
enthusiastic, innovative, and a go-getter spirit.
But beyond that, I believe that entrepreneurship
is in many ways similar to growing plants. Young
companies, like young seedlings, need the right
opportunities and conditions to grow.

•

Understand the market priority - Many
entrepreneurs start their company because
they have an exciting idea, a great product.
What they fail to understand is that business
success depends not only on how great the
product is, but also on how much market
demand there is for that product.

•

Adopt a ‘Ready, Fire, Aim!’ (RFA) approach First-time entrepreneurs will usually take the
‘Ready, aim, fire!’ (RAF) approach in business,
making all the necessary preparations before
taking any action, such as starting up the
company, launching a product or closing an
investment round.

The problem is that many just continue aiming and
refining that aim, but never fire, which results in
their idea, product or company never taking off.
Instead, I believe that an RFA approach is better,
where the entrepreneur fires away first and then
readjusts his or her idea to meet the target.

Starting from the seed
All entrepreneurs start with a seed of a dream
which needs to be planted and nurtured. Not all
seeds will make it - some die quickly, others sprout
and grow for a while but cannot sustain themselves.
Yet others take off well at the start, shooting up
only to shrivel after several years due to factors
beyond the individual’s control.

The important thing is to learn from mistakes
and not be afraid of making them. Mistakes
can sometimes be our best friends in the
entrepreneurial world. Of course, we are referring
here to ‘calculated’ mistakes and not blind ones.

However, the key thing here is not to stop planting
new seeds nor to stop nurturing a growing seed.
Entrepreneurs need to persevere with their ideas,
in order to translate them into products or services
that can be successfully commercialized. Here are
some tips relating to the planting and growing
process for an entrepreneur:
•

Have a selling mindset - Some people
do not like to be associated with the
term sales, which seems tainted with the
negative connotation of being pushy or even
desperate. But even entrepreneurs with a

Looking for sunlight
The opportunities available to an entrepreneur are
unlimited, and that is a most encouraging thing.
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Cultivating An Entrepreneur
Continued...

Finding the right contacts who can extend their
help or give you quality leads, can be a tremendous
boost.
These people serve as the sunlight that
entrepreneurial seedlings need in order to grow
and move forward. And entrepreneurs need to keep
networking in order to find these right contacts and
seek out their sunlight.
One way for young entrepreneurs to do that, and
also to learn how to unleash their ideas and turn
them into reality, is by attending events such as the
Global Entrepreneurship Week 2010 (http://www.
gewsingapore.org/10/), which was co-hosted by the
Action Community for Entrepreneurship and NUS
Enterprise.
International events such as this can provide an
entrepreneur with precious insights into doing
business in the region, and even on the wider global
scale.

The government also provides a range of grants
and support schemes to help young entrepreneurs,
and there are a range of incubators from both the
private and public sectors that can serve as the
‘right soil’ and help accelerate growth.
For an entrepreneur, it is most important to adopt
a consistent approach and continually look out for
new opportunities, ideas, and the right people. It
requires hard work, as well as a strategic mind and
heart. There are no unresourceful people. Instead,
there are only people with an unresourceful frame
of mind.
Joseph Wong is the founder and principal trainer
of TrainingGearAsia, which hosted a training
seminar for youths in conjunction with Global
Entrepreneurship Week 2010 (Nov 15-21). He can
be reached at joseph@traininggear.asia

Growing in the right ‘soil’
Plants will only be able to grow in the right soil
with sufficient water and nutrients. Similarly,
entrepreneurs need the right environment to grow
their company. This environment will include other
organizations, companies or even educational
institutions that help to grow the business.
Fortunately, Singapore has a very supportive
entrepreneurial environment.
There are already a number of organizations
promoting entrepreneurship, such as the Action
Community for Entrepreneurship (www.ace.org.
sg) and Project Senso (www.projectsenso.com), to
name just a few.
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Marketing Is Easy -- A Small Business Fable
By: Janet W. Christy

New Business Opens
I am ready.  Let the phones ring and the revenue
come.  
I have completed my Marketing To Do list:
 I have developed a mission statement that is
     eloquent and succinct.
 I hired a branding expert who developed a
     stunning logo and brilliant tag line.
 I have business cards and brochures that are
     vibrant and include my logo, tag line and
     even my mission statement.
 I have obtained every certification applicable
     to my ownership status (WBE, MBE, Small,
     etc.)
 I had a website developed that is colorful
     and includes exciting graphics, persuasive
     words, a blog and even videos.
 I have joined two Chambers of Commerce,
     three networking groups and two lead
     groups.
 I purchased a blackberry/i-phone and keep
     it with me so I can be reached by voice,
     text, email or twitter at any time.
 I am a member of all the major social
     networks and eight small/niche ones.
Two Months Later
I am waiting.  Why aren’t the phones ringing and
where is the revenue.
I have completed my new Marketing To Do list:
 I have paid the bill for my new logo, tag line,
     business cards and brochures.
 I have paid for the development and two
     months hosting for my website.
 I have paid for my blackberry/i-phone and

     two months service.
 I have paid for the two Chamber
     memberships.
 I have shared my mission statement at
     meetings of the five network groups I joined.
 I have gotten feedback from at least twenty
people who told me that my logo is
     interesting, cool and sophisticated.
 I have attended six networking sessions,
     paid for the six lunches and handed out my
new business card and brochures to at least
     thirty people.
 I spend an average of two hours a day on
     social networking sites.
 I have posted four entries to the blog on my
     website.
 I have ordered notepads that include my
     stunning logo and brilliant tag line.
Six Months Later
I am frustrated.  The phones are ringing with calls
from sales people and there has been a small trickle
of revenue.
I have completed another new To Do list, not sure if
it’s all Marketing related:
 I have reordered business cards because I
     gave them all out at networking events.
 I have learned more about my friends,
     family and some business contacts than
     I ever wanted to know thanks to the social
     networking sites.
 I have had four people thank me for the
     advice I provided in the blog on my website,
     but none of them offered to hire me.
 I have gained five pounds from the food at
     networkings meetings and luncheons.
 I have five new friends/acquaintances who
     sell/provide the same things I do.
 I have been told three times by my children
that I missed their big play because I was
     emailing from my blackberry/i-phone while
     sitting in the stands.
Assessment
Over the last eight years I have seen this type of
scenario play out many, many times.  Sometimes
it goes on for years.  Sometimes a business owner
will “start over” repeating most of the To Do’s in
the first list thinking that they need a new mission
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Marketing Is Easy -- A Small Business Fable
Continued...

statement or logo, a revamped website, fancier
brochures or to do more networking.  I have found
that most of the time the problem is that they are
not getting information about their business to the
right people – the ones who will actually pay for
their products/services.  As a matter of fact they
often do not know who their customers/clients/
prospects are.  Or if they are reaching the right
people, they are not presenting their business in
the most effective manner.
So, based on the questions, concerns and obstacles
I have seen and heard in my consulting to and
training of Small Business owners I have compiled
a list of Marketing To Do’s.  In my book 101
Winning Marketing Actions for Small Businesses
I provide a workshop in book form.  Many of the
Actions aid business owners in actually selling their
products and services.  Others simplify painful - but
necessary - activities such as planning, preparation,
follow-up and networking.  The Actions include
explanations, examples, worksheets and resources.   
A Small Business Owner can make an effective
Marketing To Do List using Actions from this book
no matter what stage of business they are in.  
Revised Marketing Strategy

     certifications or filling out multiple forms.
 I will look for opportunities to be a sub     contractor so I can increase my chances.
 I will develop a schedule for Marketing
     Actions and treat those tasks with the
same importance and commitment that I
     treat customer projects.
 I pledge to revamp and update my
     Marketing Plan on a regularly basis to insure
     that I keep my activities and materials
     relevant.
 I will celebrate my marketing successes
     (new Customers/Clients, earned revenue,
     increased list of real Prospects) instead
     of counting acts (events/meetings attended,
     business cards given out, website hits, blog
     feedback).
Janet W. Christy is Owner/President of Leverage
& Development, LLC a South Carolina Corporation
that provides marketing consulting, training and
research for Small Businesses. In addition to 101
Winning Marketing Actions forSmall Businesses,
Janet is also the author of Capitalizing On Being
Woman Owned. More information can be found
at www.leverageanddevelopment.com and www.
janetchristy.com.

I am equipped.  I will make the phones ring and the
revenue come.
I have prepared my new Marketing To Do list:
 I will make certain I know who my real
     customers/clients are.
 I will know and respect my competition.
 I will be sure my Prospects and Customers/
Clients understand what my products/
     services are.
 I will determine how my products/services
meet my Customers/Clients needs because I
     know that is what is important to them.
 I will develop information on my products/
     services in a form (or forms) that suit my
     Prospects.
 I will identify and participate in
     organizations, sites and events that put me
     in touch with my real Prospects.
 I will be familiar with and follow the “doing
     business with” processes of my Prospects
     and Customers/Clients even if that means
     registering on numerous websites, getting
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The Difference Between Salad And Garbage
(And How It Affects Your Number Of Clients)
    * It can mean a weekly ezine.  (I wouldn’t even
bother writing one quarterly or even monthly.  
You’re not on the prospects radar screen often
enough to have them remember you in time of
need.)

By: Fabienne Fredrickson

“The only difference between salad and garbage
is timing!” At least that’s what I’ve been focusing
on recently, especially for businesses that are time
sensitive.  Some chiropractors have this problem,
so do lawyers, but my thought is when you’re in
a service business, timing is EVERYTHING.  If you
wait around, let the proverbial ‘hot iron’ get cold,
that hot lead turns into a cold lead, and you can
just forget about turning it into a happy paying
client.
The question then becomes, ‘How can we ALWAYS
be around to have the elusive Perfect Timing?’ The
answer to the timing problem is to ALWAYS be on
their radar screen.  You can never anticipate what’s
going on in the lives of your prospective clients;
otherwise, you’d be God (obviously) or at least very
clairvoyant.
One thing you can do is always be top of mind, so
that WHEN something happens, you’re the first
person they think of.  And when they think of you,
when they see your compelling message right there
under their noses, when they’ve got your contact
info at their fingertips, there’s every reason in
the world to call YOU and not anyone else, when
they have the need.  That’s when all your Client
Attraction and marketing effort and systems have
paid off.
So, how does one stay top of mind and always on
the prospect’s radar screen? With Stay-In-Touch
Marketing Vehicles:

    * It can be a quirky postcard campaign, which
really stands out.  (Pick a strange fact, quote,
or oddball holiday calendar and mail regularly.  
We’re looking for consistency and something
that stands out, as well as something that
relates to what you do.)
* It can be a personal card campaign where
you send meaningful, unexpected cards on a
regular basis.  (I use an awesome service called
ClientAttractionCards and the results are great.)
An attorney client of mine always used to say to
me, “Fabienne, it’s difficult for me to attract clients
because I can never anticipate when they’re going
to need me.  I don’t know when to market, it’s all
so arbitrary!” Well, with Stay-In-Touch marketing
vehicles, you solve that problem.
Now, I know what you’re thinking… “Won’t I be
pestering them if I write them an email once a
week or do a mailing once a month?” I have three
answers for you:
    * If you make your email or mailing high content
and high value, then people actually LOOK
FORWARD to hearing from you that often.
    * If you’re authentic about providing solutions
and value, versus self-promoting all the time,
people welcome the consistency.
    * If it’s going to bother someone that you’re in
touch that often, then they’re probably not your
ideal client and will probably not ever buy from
you, so it’s time to get over it.  :)

* That can be a direct mail campaign (and I
mean CAMPAIGN, not just one letter that you
send ONCE and wonder why you haven’t gotten
results).
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The Difference Between Salad And Garbage
Continued...

Your Client Attraction Assignment:
Find a way to communicate proactively with
your prospects so that you actually ANTICIPATE
any current or urgent needs, just by being there
consistently, with high-content, high value, and
frequency over time.  That way, you’ll establish a
know-like-and-trust relationship in ADVANCE of the
need.  Best of all, you’ll eventually be on their radar
screen when the need arrives, and that equals
clients who happily pay for your services, without
you having to chase ambulances.  That makes for a
Happy Day!
The key to this is setting up SYSTEMS so you don’t

have to think about it too much.  For this, I mean
systems for being in touch and being the first one
people think of when they have a need.  If you
want to copy my own systems, I spell it all out in
the Client Attraction Home Study System™.  I’ve
outlined every technique in detail, and it’s all there
so you can start using it all right away to get similar
results.  It’s all step-by-step, so, you do step one
of the system, and when you’re done with that, you
move on to step two, and so on.  When you do,
you’ll start seeing clients come out of the woodwork
to work with you.  It’s an amazing process actually.  
And SO easy.  All the tools, scripts, templates, and
examples are handed to you on a silver platter.  You
can get it here: www.theclientattractionsystem.
com.
2010 Client Attraction LLC. All Rights Reserved. All
Rights Reserved. Fabienne Fredrickson, The Client
Attraction Mentor, is founder of the Client Attraction
System™, the proven step-by-step program that
shows you exactly how to attract more clients, in
record time... guaranteed. To get your F.R.E.E.
Audio CD by mail and receive her weekly marketing
& success mindset articles on attracting more highpaying clients and dramatically increasing your
income, visit www.ClientAttraction.com.
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Press Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Social Purchasing Community Launches on
Facebook
Social application breaks new ground offering
cause-branding options for small businesses
on Facebook, building deeper bonds between
consumers, merchants and charitable causes.
Orlando, FL., (Nov 19, 2010) -- BuyCasts LLC., a
community-centric, purchase-driven networking
application integrated into the Facebook platform,
announces their official launch, Fourth Quarter,
2010 (in beta), bringing a new level of socialtransparency to commerce transactions in support
of consumers, causes, and referral-worthy business
on Facebook. Buycasts is free to join and use.   
More than two years in the making, Buycasts
launches just months after the release of the
2010 Cone Cause Evolution Study, outlining that
more than 80% of consumers want to buy from
companies supporting causes and are willing
to switch brands or services in order to patron
those who give back. These findings have positive
implications for some and provide strong incentive
for other businesses and organizations to engage
in cause-marketing initiatives. As merchants and
businesses across the board look for innovative
ways to meet this demand, Buycasts answers.     
Buycasts delivers a means for individual merchants
to publicly-brand their business with charitable
causes of choice on Facebook, offering consumers
insight to who they are in their community and
what they believe in.

get on-demand reviews, transparency, and
deals from local Merchants known by friends
when they ‘buycast’ or post a purchasing
interest.
•

Charitable causes receive new awareness and
fundraising opportunity on Facebook.

•

Details of activity in Buycasts show up in the
valuable and sought-after Facebook newsfeed
space, promoting the businesses and causes
a consumer believes in to everyone on
Facebook.

Access into Buycasts is free and open to anyone
with a Facebook account, available at Facebook/
Buycasts. Once a member, any individual who
provides a product or service may also sign up for
a free merchant account listing, detailing what they
offer to the Buycasts’ Facebook community.
Buycasts’ launch details:
•

During the launch period, new merchants
are automatically upgraded from a free,
basic merchant account to a premium
merchant account, free, for life (or as long
as the account is active). Offering referral
tracking and the ability to create coupons
or promotions in Buycasts, the Premium
upgrade is a $9.95/month value.

•

Buycasts is looking for key influential leaders
in the social media, business incubation
and community growth fields to take an
active role in local implementation, helping
their own community businesses leverage
Facebook with Buycasts and is offering
ongoing support, training packages, and
offers press online and in print for those
taking part in their ‘Leaders’ Launch’. Details
can be found on the Buycasts Leaders’
Launch Blog.

•

Non-profits are welcome to submit a contact
form on the Buycasts website to request a
package detailing how to implement Buycasts
into their current Facebook marketing
platform.

•

Launch related videos may be found on the
Buycasts YouTube Channel

“Consumers today are paying more attention to
where their dollars are spent and how that affects
their local economy and the things they care
about,” said Tony Meggs, Buycasts’ founder. “The
concept of joining social networks and businesses to
charitable causes offers a real life win-win-win. The
community prospers as a whole.”
In the Buycasts application:
•

Merchants and businesses gain an avenue of
cause-branding on Facebook that consumers
are asking for.

•

Consumers in the market to buy something
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“In Buycasts, the greater good is rewarded through
commerce. Who we buy from matters, and now
people have a way to leverage their social influence
to positively affect their most trusted relationships
and values, impacting their own local communities,
right from Facebook”, adds Meggs.   

business concepts that empower people to leverage
their economic footprint for social and personal
gain. The Buycasts staff and community share this
passion and are dedicated to these ideals whose
time has come. More information is available at
www.Buycasts.com

About Buycasts

For more information, please visit the following:
Website: www.Buycasts.com
Launch videos: http://youtube.com/Buycasts
Blog:  http://buycasts.wordpress.com/
Application: http://apps.facebook.com/Buycasts
Press Contact:
Beth McKenzie, Media Manager
Beth.McKenzie@Buycasts.com
321-848-1425

Buycasts, founded in 2006, is a sociallycharged application integrated into the Facebook
platform challenging consumers, businesses
and causes to build deeper relationships and
connect to each other based on shared values
and economic interest. The Buycasts endeavor is
to build the world’s most valuable social referral
network. This vision is guided by the desire to
empower consumers, businesses, and charitable
organizations to reach their full potential in terms
of economic gain and social good. Buycasts’
founder, Tony Meggs, has more than two decades of
experience helping U.S. businesses grow profitably
and is passionate about developing disruptive

Press Releases In TVE Magazine

Press releases are published free of charge in TVE Magazine.  To submit your press release online,
visit http://tvemagazine.com/pr-submission/
or you may email your press release to info@tvemagazine.com
The deadline for press releases are the 9th of each month.  Press releases will be published as
space permits.
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General Administrative Support
Annointed Assistant
Christine Davis
Byram, MS
Phone: 601.206.0431 ext 11
Email: Christine@AnnointedAssistant.com
Website: www.AnnointedAssistant.com

The Virtual Office Goddess
Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

Deadline Met Virtual Assistant Services
Marie Fitzgibbons
Irvine, CA 92604
Phone: 888-508-1580
Email: marie@deadlinemet.com
Website: http://www.deadlinemet.com

Typing Bug VA Services
Deneen Wilson
Thomasville, GA 31792
Phone: 229-378-0521
Email: deneen@typingbug.com
Website: http://www.typingbug.com

Samurai Office Services
Fiona Rodgers
Cedar Creek, QLD Australia 4207
Phone: +61 488676782
Email: fiona@sosva.com.au
Website: www.samuraiofficeservices.com.au

Virtual Assistance by Roxie
Roxie Desort
Fairfield, NJ 07004
Phone: 862-210-9379
Email: roxiedesort@gmail.com
Website: www.VirtualAssistancebyRoxie.com

Strictly Typing
Linda Morro
Cranston, RI 02910
Phone: 401-743-2656
Email: business@strictlytyping.com
Website: www.strictlytyping.com

Virtual Personal Assistant
Erika Yocom
Albuquerque, NM 87121
Phone: 303-522-3221
Email: erika@vp-assistant.com
Website: www.vp-assistant.com

The Alliances
Sylvia Mesaros
Anderson, SC 29622
Phone: 864-965-8355
Email: sylvia@alliancesvbs.com
Website: www.alliancesvbs.com

Virtual Writing & Communications Solutions
Mary H. Ruth
Snow Camp, NC 27349
Phone: 336-376-6757
Email: mary@writingVA.com
Website www.writingVA.com

The Office Virtuoso
Kathleen Vargas
Midlothian, IL 60445
Phone: 708-385-2920
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com

Your Virtual Wizard
Janine Gregor
Ellenton, Florida 34222
Phone: 559-492-7348 (55-Wizard4U)
Email: info@YourVirtualWizard.com
Website: http://www.YourVirtualWizard.com
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Bankruptcy Support
MG Virtual Office Solutions
Margie Gibson
Salem, OR 97304
Phone: 877-242-1504
Email: margie@mgvirtualofficesolutions.org
Website: www.mgvirtualofficesolutions.org

Bookkeeping & Accounting
Strictly Typing
Linda Morro
Cranston, RI 02910
Phone: 401-743-2656
Email: business@strictlytyping.com
Website: www.strictlytyping.com

The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC
Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

The Alliances
Sylvia Mesaros
Anderson, SC 29622
Phone: 864-965-8355
Email: sylvia@alliancesvbs.com
Website: www.alliancesvbs.com

TMS Bookkeeping and Business Services
Teresa Smith
Crandall, Tx 75114
Phone: 214-789-9937
Email: Teresa@smithteresa.com
Website: www.smithteresa.com

Concierge Services
Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Internet Marketing
CLR Virtual Connection
Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com

Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com
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Real Estate Support
List 2 Close Assistant
Serita Diana
Sebring, OH 44672
Phone: 330-851-3042
Email: serita@list2closeassistant.com
Website: www.list2closeassistant.com

Social Media
CLR Virtual Connection
Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com

Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Translation Services
Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Virtual Paralegal Services
Starr Paralegals
Pamela J. Starr
Marietta, GA 30062
Phone: 404-317-0129 | Fax: 678-668-7954
Email: pjstarr@starrparalegals.com
Website: www.starrparalegals.com

Virtual Legal Consultants
Lori J. Paul, AACP
Rohnert Park, CA 94927-1175
Phone: 877-310-1372
Email: lori@virtuallegalconsultants.com
Website: http://www.virtuallegalconsultants.com

The Virtual Office Goddess
Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com
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Website Services
CLR Virtual Connection
Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com
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Communication

Domain Administration/Hosting

Logo Creation

Printing
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Software
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